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FORME GOLOSE® BY GUARDINI: DESIGN ON THE TABLE 

 

New materials, technology and inventiveness, even in the kitchen 

The line Forme Golose® by Guardini which made its highly successful debut in 2006 with the 

cake tin FetteXFette® is now enriched with new silicone food moulds. 

 

They are the products of two famous Italian designers, Matteo Ragni and Odoardo Fioravanti. 

The company is Guardini, who for the past 60 years has been producing oven pans and knows 

how to interpret creatively the requirements of those who love cooking by making an infinity of 

forms and colours, the greatest allies of all cooking fans. 

 

New, beautiful, colourful and exciting - this is the line FORME GOLOSE® by Guardini Emozioni. 

 

 

 

Ingeniousness, creativity and research. The byword of the new pan line is conjugating the 

useful with the beautiful. Because taste is not just of the palate but because aesthetics must 

also play its part.  

So... let imagination run riot in the kitchen! The chef is ever more an artist and wants both to 

create and have to hand the objects best suited to the latest requirements. 

 

The Forme Golose® collection was created bearing in mind all those who enjoy having fun in 

the kitchen, in an attempt to marry the traditions of 'grandmother's recipes' with the most 

modern technologies, creating dishes which are both new and appetising. 

Whether they be savoury or sweet makes no difference. The first quality silicone for food stuffs 

of the Forme Golose® line resists in the oven up to 260° C, in the freezer up to -40° C and can 

also be used in the microwave. Flexible and non-stick, the pans of the Forme Golose® line are 

easy to wash and to put away after use. 
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ECCENTRICA.  (Eccentric) Dedicated to the sweet of tooth. Large, 

small or medium slices for every type of appetite in the most 

original cake pan of all. 

 

 

 

 

GIROTONDO. (Roundabout) Three flavours, just one 

cake. A vortex of flavours which keeps everyone happy. 

 

 

 

 

 MUFFINMIX. Six muffins the same for everyone or a different 

muffin for them all. For a truly inventive breakfast. 

 

 

 

 

MUSICHIERE.  (The Music Maker) Its appealing shape helps in 

cutting the slices which will be clean and exact. A concert of 

flavours in the tasty rhythm of true creativeness. 

 

 

 

FETTEXFETTE. (Slicebyslice) The original multi-flavout cake pan 

with pre-prepared slices. Why make do with just one flavour when 

you can have ten? 

  

 

For more informations, visit www.guardini.com 
 


